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locations. They do a wide variety of daily monitoring for the
company of our personnel and
properties overseas, and they
report when any significant
event impacts them,” Daniel J.
Gallagher, AIG’s senior manager of global security operations, states.
Among the Wounded Warriors’ other duties is to work
with employees who will be
traveling to high-threat locations. The Wounded Warriors
ensure that the appropriate security measures are in place
prior to the employees leaving
and teach them how to initiate
emergency response procedures when necessary.
“We feel that [Wounded
Warriors] are the easiest candidate pool to draw from,” Gallagher explains, because of their
military intelligence experience
in dangerous environments.
“Throughout the years, we have

developed a close relationship
with Wounded Warrior representatives who manage the
Warriors to Work program.
Whenever a position becomes
available in the GSOC, we reach
out to them. The Wounded
Warrior Project screens all
candidates to ensure [that] they
meet the prerequisites for the
position and then provides us
with a group of individuals for
interview,” he says.
Once hired, the Wounded
Warrior meets with the security management team to discuss the overall mission of the
AIG Global Security Department and gets training, which
includes being paired with an
experienced staff intelligence
analyst for two weeks. “During
the training process…they are
taught our information gathering processes,” states Gallagher. “They will reach out to a
variety of embassies, liaise

with the state department, and
learn the intricacies of dealing
with foreign law enforcement
agencies, all prior to becoming
an independent operator.”
Gallagher says that although
several of the Wounded Warriors have had “bad injuries—
several have been shot multiple times or taken shrapnel
from blasts—the typical injuries you would see in Iraq
and Afghanistan,” none of
them has so far required any
special modifications of the
work environment. “If we need
to install ramps or time delays
on the doors, we are certainly
going to do so, but thus far we
haven’t had any physical disabilities that would require it.”
Both Gallagher and Tursi say
that the Wounded Warriors
have performed outstandingly
and praise their intelligencegathering skills and their work
ethic. “They show up every day

on time and are precise with
their work in a job with a no-fail
environment,” Gallagher states.
“If you were to speak to the
Wounded Warriors, they might
tell you that there was some
trepidation on the part of other
companies to hire them based
on their wartime traumatic
experiences. But we’ve had absolutely zero negative things
happen. It’s gone perfectly.”
Tursi says that the GSOC
will be hiring additional analysts, potentially adding five
more to the staff this year as
the operation continues to expand. “We look forward to continuing our relationship with
the [Wounded Warrior] organization while increasing the
number of Wounded Warriors
we have on staff,” he states.
For more information on
the Wounded Warrior Project,
visit www.woundedwarriorproject.org. ■

Certification Profile
For ASIS International member and volunteer leader Khalid A. Buali, CPP, the decision
to achieve his Certified Protection Professional® (CPP) designation was driven by a
personal desire to increase his professionalism. Security management has been Buali’s career of
choice since his 1991 hiring by Saudi Arabian Oil Company
(Saudi Aramco).
“The achievement of my CPP expanded the spectrum
of knowledge in security and safety and strengthened my
project management and decision-making skills,” states
Buali. “In turn, I was prepared to manage critical projects
with unique time and scope requirements.”
In his current position as Superintendent of Saudi
Aramco’s Industrial Security Operations Division, Buali
manages the division’s 292 employees, who provide areawide services inclusive of industrial security; materials security; in-camp security; internal investigation and identification; and surveillance and inspections. Buali notes the
nature of security operations to be manpower intensive.
One of his greatest challenges as a leader is to ensure
fairness and integrity across his division, while working to
maintain the highest standards in security operation.
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A typical day for Buali consists of report reviews, procedural analysis, and investigation of security-related incidents. Buali also is called on to perform manpower optimization reviews for other departments and to undertake
contractor-work review and evaluation. His team played an
important role in the successful opening of King Abdullah
University for Science and Technology—an initiative that
earned special recognition from the company’s CEO.
Buali’s passion for the profession and commitment to
ASIS is demonstrated through his role as chair of the Middle East Chapter—a position he has held for the past two
years. He credits his membership in ASIS with enriching
his knowledge and providing the resources required to
advance in his security career. “Even prior to joining ASIS
seven years ago, I recognized the value of the organization through participation in events, such as the annual
seminar and exhibits, professional networking events, and
technical meetings,” he says.
Buali is proud of the work he does and encourages
other professionals to consider entering the profession.
“The fact that your job is to protect people is a noble calling,” observes Buali.
By Leigh A. McGuire, ASIS public relations manager
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